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Abstract

There is increasing geologic evidence for periodic flow variability within large ice sheets, manifested as spatially and temporally
variable areas of fast ice flow, and resulting in the very complex patterns of lineations observed in formerly glaciated areas. However,

many ice sheet models do not replicate this behaviour. A possible reason for this is that such models do not include a detailed
treatment of basal hydrology. Changes in the character of sub-glacial drainage systems are believed to cause surges in valley glaciers.
Recent ice sheet models, which have included basal hydrology or at least a link between basal velocity and the presence of water at

the bed, often show flow variability. However, these models have typically assumed a deformable bed, or have made no assumptions
about the nature of the bed. Whilst these assumptions seem applicable to areas close to the former margins of Quaternary ice sheets,
they are less applicable to interior areas. These areas typically show thin or scanty till cover over eroded bedrock, and the presence of

eskers, which are indicative of drainage in sub-glacial tunnels. We have developed a two-dimensional time-dependent ice sheet model
that includes hard-bed basal hydrology. This allows calculation of sub-glacial water pressures and the use of a water pressure
dependent sliding law to calculate ice sheet velocities. When used to simulate the Weichselian Scandinavian ice sheet, with late
Quaternary climate and sea level as forcing functions, this model develops localised areas of fast-flowing ice, which vary in extent

and in distance of penetration into the interior of the ice sheet both spatially and temporally. The behaviour of these lobes depends
crucially on the influence of the evolving ice sheet topography on the routing of subglacial water flow, due to the resulting variations
in the subglacial hydraulic potential which drive the water flow. Bedrock topography also has some influence, but fast flow areas are

not confined to obvious topographic troughs. A relatively thin ice sheet with low surface slopes is produced in areas experiencing fast
ice flow. Generally, two to four separate areas of fast flow can be recognised, and these are similar in size and shape to the ‘lobes’
identified in some geologically based reconstructions of the Scandinavian ice sheet. Within the fast-flowing areas, sub-glacial

drainage is typically in a cavity-based system. However, tunnel-based drainage is predicted to have extended up to 150 km from the
ice sheet margin, particularly during deglaciation. Because of the changes in ice sheet topography associated with fast flow, and the
resulting changes in the pattern of sub-glacial water flow, the model predicts that these fast-flowing lobes interacted in complex
ways, and exhibited quasi-periodic switching between fast and slow flow. r 2001 Published by Elsevier Science Ltd.

1. Introduction

There is increasing geologic evidence that large
Quaternary ice sheets experienced periodic, internally
driven oscillations. Such evidence includes so-called
‘‘Heinrich layers’’ in Atlantic marine sediments (Bond
et al., 1992), and geomorphic evidence for localised fast
flow within ice sheets. This is indicated by low gradient
ice surface profiles (Mathews, 1974), localised long
distance erratic transport and debris dispersal (Dyke
and Morris, 1988), and ‘‘surge moraines’’ defining

former ice sheet margin positions (Dyke and Prest,
1987). In Scandinavia, Punkari (1984) described the
episodic formation of up to 8 ice lobes during the last
deglaciation and suggested that these consisted of 100–
200 km wide areas of fast-flowing ice bordered by areas
of more slowly moving ice.
Large-scale studies in both North America and

Scandinavia, based on satellite imagery (e.g. Punkari,
1989; Boulton and Clark, 1990a, b; Clark, 1993; Boulton
et al., 2001) or comprehensive compilations of geologic
and geomorphic evidence (e.g. Kleman et al., 1997), also
indicate a high degree of flow variability within large
mid-latitude ice sheets during the Weichselian. The
studies by Klemans et al. and Boulton et al. in particular
make ambitious reconstructions of ice extent and
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dynamics for the whole of the last glacial cycle. These
studies conclude that the Scandinavian Ice Sheet
exhibited complex patterns of flow variability during
both glacial advance and retreat phases. Part of this
complexity seemed to be due by the migration of the ice
divide in response to climate change, but it also seemed
to be due to the spatial and temporal variability of fast
flowing areas of the ice sheet.
The high degree of flow variability implied by such

studies is probably linked to changes in the nature of the
bed of the ice sheet. Such changes could include a shift
between frozen and thawed bed conditions, or a change
in ambient water pressure conditions over a thawed bed.
It could also include a switch between hard and soft bed
conditions, although the occurrence of bed deformation
is dependent not only upon the existence of sub-glacial
sediment, but also upon the ambient water pressure. The
occurrence of high water pressure is critical, as it allows
rapid basal motion by sliding (Iken, 1981), deformation
of weak sub-glacial sediments (Boulton and Hindmarsh,
1987), or some combination of these processes (Iverson
et al., 1995).
Many numerical ice sheet models have either

neglected basal sliding or treated basal hydrology in
only a simple way. As a result, they have not simulated
spatially localised and temporally oscillatory fast flow
(e.g. Huybrechts, 1992; Lindstrom, 1990). More re-
cently, however, Payne (1995) found that a two-
dimensional, thermomechanical flowline model, in
which basal sliding was possible only where the bed of
the ice sheet was at the pressure melting point, exhibited
periodic oscillations. The area experiencing fast flow
expanded headwards from the margin of the ice sheet,
until the ice sheet thinned and flattened sufficiently that
fethe bed re-froze and fast flow stopped. In a three-
dimensional model, this instability was manifest as
spatially discrete, but temporally stable, areas of fast
flow, apparently analogous to ice streams (Payne and
Dongelmans, 1997). In an application of this model to
the West Antarctic Ice Sheet, Payne (1998, 1999)
produced similar flow features. In this case, however,
the Siple Coast ice streams (in particular Ice Streams A,
B, and C) interacted with each other via an ‘ice capture’
mechanism, which resulted in quasi-periodic flow
variability. In these studies, a melting bed is a sufficient
condition for fast flow, and there is no treatment of the
basal hydrological system. This is significant because it
is widely believed that the configuration of the sub-
glacial drainage system can exert considerable influence
on basal motion through the effect of the sub-glacial
water pressure on rates of sliding and/or bed deforma-
tion (e.g. Iken, 1981; Kamb, 1987; Fowler, 1987a, b).
In a separate modelling development, Fowler and co-

workers (Fowler and Johnson, 1995, 1996; Fowler and
Schiavi, 1998) have produced a model to evaluate
‘surging’ by ice sheets, in which a melting bed is only

a necessary condition that allows basal motion. The
nature of the hydrological system also plays a funda-
mental role. These models specifically include a treat-
ment of the basal hydrology, and its influence on basal
movement (however caused), and allow fast ice flow
only when the bed is melting and sub-glacial water
pressures are high. Fowler and co-workers find that a
‘hydraulic runaway’ exists in these models. Basal sliding
is initiated when the bed reaches the melting point, and
increases frictional heating of the bed. This increases
water discharge, which for the hydrological configura-
tion they envisage, leads to an increase in water
pressure, and hence to an increase in sliding velocity,
and higher frictional heating. This cycle is broken when
the bed eventually re-freezes as a result of rapid thinning
of the ice. The models used in these studies are zero- or
one-dimensional, and cannot predict the spatial mani-
festation of such surges. However, Fowler and co-
workers suggest that for unconfined, two-dimensional
flow, the instability may manifest itself as spatially
discrete areas of fast flow, rather than as temporal
switching (Fowler and Johnson, 1995; Fowler and
Schiavi, 1998).
Fowler’s models assume some form of ‘soft’ bed

condition, with basal motion controlled by sediment
deformation. For these conditions, basal water pressure
increases with water discharge, regardless of whether the
water flows in a patchy film at the ice/bed interface
(Alley, 1989), or in ‘canals’ incised into the till surface
(Walder and Fowler, 1994). Such conditions are
probably found beneath the present-day West Antarctic
ice streams (Engelhardt and Kamb, 1997), although
even in these conditions, there is evidence that basal
sliding (or deformation of a very thin layer at the ice/till
interface, rather than pervasive till deformation) ac-
counts for the bulk of ice stream velocity (Engelhardt
and Kamb, 1998). These ‘soft’ bed conditions may also
have occurred in some areas overlain by Quaternary ice
sheets at or near their maximum extent. However, they
probably did not occur beneath the interior regions of
such ice sheets, where the beds are generally of exposed
bedrock, with a thin, discontinuous till cover. Never-
theless, these areas show geomorphic evidence for fast
ice flow (as discussed above). They are also charac-
terised by the presence of eskers, which suggests that the
hydrological configuration beneath these areas may
have been very different (Clark and Walder, 1992). This
is significant because, under steady state conditions at
least, tunnel-based drainage systems are associated with
an inverse relationship between water pressure and
discharge (R .othlisberger, 1972).
A separate problem here is the possible role played by

the drainage of subglacial water in groundwater
aquifiers. In a series of one-dimensional model-based
studies of groundwater flow, Boulton and co-workers
(Boulton et al., 1995; Boulton and Caban, 1995) have
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argued that for marginal areas of the Scandinavian ice
sheet, underlain by Mezozoic and Cenozoic sedimentary
rocks, the permeability of these beds is sufficient to drain
meltwater beneath the ice sheet without the need for a
hydrological system at the ice/bed interface. Thus,
effective pressures in their model are high, suggesting
basal hydrology has limited impact on ice dynamics
(although ice dynamics are not explicitly modelled in
their studies). This is seemingly contrary to most
geological evidence, however, so they suggest that
drainage through an overlying clay stratum (ignored in
their studies) could produce a large drop in hydraulic
potential across it, allowing low enough effective
pressures at the upper surface of the layer to permit
shear deformation. On the central shield areas of
Scandinavia, however, bedrock permeablities are insuf-
ficient to drain meltwater, implying some form of
hydrological system must occur at the ice-bed interface.
The presence of eskers in these areas would seem to
support this conclusion, and imply that the nature of the
subglacial drainage system could affect ice sheet
dynamics.
Boulton and co-workers assume that only water

produced by basal melting will be present at the ice-
bed interface. As discussed below, however, in this study
we investigate the effects of allowing surface meltwater
to reach the bed in certain circumstances. Surface
melting is typically one to four orders of magnitude
larger than basal melting (e.g. Boulton et al., 1995), and
if such melt did reach the bed, it might supply sufficient
water to require drainage at the ice-bed interface, even
on the Mesozoic and Cenozoic aquifiers. This would
seem to provide an alternative solution to the problem
of high effective pressures in these marginal areas in the
reconstructions by Boulton et al. (1995) and Boulton
and Caban (1995), as the basal hydrological system itself
would determine effective pressure, rather than the
transmissibility of the underlying aquifiers.
Model-based studies of the Scandinavian ice sheet

have adopted a variety of solutions to the problem of the
apparent flow variability within this ice sheet. Early
studies, in common with most ice sheet models, ignored
the problem, leading to similar reconstructions to the
CLIMAP study (Denton and Hughes, 1981), with large,
thick, and quite static ice sheets. Other models have
sought to allow fast sliding in particular areas of the ice
sheet, and then examine its impact. These areas have
often been chosen on the basis of geological evidence,
and then imposed in the ice sheet model as a different
basal boundary condition (e.g. Holmlund and Fastook,
1993). Whilst this may allow the impact of particular
areas of fast flow on the ice sheet dynamics to be
evaluated, it does not allow the apparent variability of
fast flow to be simulated, and nor does it address the
question of why fast flow develops in particular areas,
and not others, in the first place. A recent study by

Payne and Baldwin (1999) acknowledges these pro-
blems, but adopts a different approach. They use a
three-dimensional thermo-mechanical model, but ne-
glect basal movement, instead concentrating on the
strong dependence of ice viscosity on basal temperature,
and the effect this has on ice dynamics under a steady
climate. This paper does not attempt to produce a
‘geologically realistic’ reconstruction; rather, it seeks to
explore the dynamic behaviour of an appropriately sized
model ice sheet on a realistic topography, under certain
conditions. This model develops discrete areas of faster
flow around the margins, which match well with
geological evidence, and which occur due to the feed-
back between basal temperature and deformation
velocity; warmer ice leads to fast flow, which lowers
ice surface elevation, leading to fast flow due to the
concentration of ice discharge (and hence heat produc-
tion) in the faster flowing areas.
In this paper, we adopt a similar philospohy to this

latter study. We do not seek to develop a ‘realistic’
model of the Scandinavian Ice Sheet, but rather we
focus on the potential impact of basal hydrology on ice
sheet dynamics, through the possible feedbacks between
the resulting ice sheet topography, flow and hydrology.
We apply the model, with variable climate and mass
balance parameters adjusted to give a realistically sized
ice sheet at the LGM, on a realistic topography, using
the Late Weichselian Scandinavian ice sheet as an
example. The model presented here follows those of
Fowler and co-workers by treating a melting bed as
only a necessary condition for fast flow; low effective
pressure must also be present if fast flow is to occur.
The basal hydrological system is therefore modelled
directly, and allowed to exist in either of two
possible states; a ‘distributed’, cavity-based system,
in which water pressure changes directly with
water discharge (Kamb, 1987; Fowler, 1987a), or a
tunnel-based system, with an inverse water pressure/
discharge relationship. The transition between these
two states is controlled using a stability criterion
for tunnel-based flow (Fowler, 1987a, b). Basally
produced meltwater and, under certain circumstances,
surface meltwater supply the basal hydrological
system. However, following the work of Payne and
co-workers, the model has two spatial dimensions, and
thus allows the impact of drainage system behaviour
on the spatial and temporal variability of ice sheet
flow to be evaluated. Our aim is to investigate
how the dynamics of the model ice sheet are
affected by the inclusion of a physically based
model of sub-glacial hydrology. In particular, we are
interested in whether the inclusion of such a model can
lead to the degree of spatial and temporal flow
variability that the geological record suggests, and
which has generally not been captured by ice sheet
models to date.
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2. Model formulation

The model used in this study is a two-dimensional
version of that used by Arnold and Sharp (1992) to
investigate the influence of changing sub-glacial hydrol-
ogy on the dynamics of the late Weichselian Scandina-
vian ice sheet. Full details are given in the Appendix A,
but we summarise the main features of the model here.
It is based on a time-dependent mass continuity
equation, solved using a semi-implicit, alternating
direction, finite difference scheme. It simulates the
time-dependent evolution of ice sheet form and flow.
Ice is assumed to deform by simple shear, and sliding
occurs where the base of the ice is calculated to be at the
pressure melting point. A simple scheme, which com-
pares heat produced at the base of the ice sheet (by
geothermal and frictional heating) with the temperature
gradient needed to conduct that heat away from the bed,
is used to determine whether the glacier bed is at the
pressure melting point (Arnold and Sharp, 1992). Any
excess heat, which would raise the temperature above
the pressure melting point, is assumed instead to melt
basal ice. The resulting water then enters the modelled
sub-glacial drainage system. This thermal scheme is very
similar to that adopted by Fowler and co-workers
(Fowler and Johnson, 1995, 1996; Fowler and Schiavi,
1998), who assume that all heat produced by ice
movement is produced in a boundary layer at the bed
of the ice mass, in which the majority of shear occurs.
This scheme therefore neglects the possible effects on
basal temperatures of advection of cold ice from areas
upstream or adjacent to areas in which fast flow occurs.
However, in a two-dimensional flow-line study, Payne
(1995) found that, even at some distance from the ice
sheet margins, the advection of cold ice formed a minor
component of the heat budget and had little effect on the
basal temperature. This scheme also allows for effec-
tively instantaneous transmission of surface temperature
changes to the bed. Timescales of temperature diffusion
in ice sheets can be approximated by dividing the ice
thickness by the depth averaged vertical velocity, which
can be taken to be half the accumulation rate (Paterson,
1994, p. 338). At the divide at the LGM, modelled ice
thicknesses are 2000–2500m, and accumulation rates
are B0.2–0.3ma�1, giving a response time of 15,000–
25,000 years. Nearer the ice sheet margins, or during
deglaciation, thicknesses of B1000m and accumulation
rates of B0.5ma�1 give response times of B4000 years.
We simulate this delay, and explore the model sensitivity
to changing surface temperatures by ‘lagging’ the
climatically induced surface temperature changes used
in the calculations of basal temperature by a variable
amount between 1000 and 20,000 years in some model
runs.
The sliding relationship used (McInnes and Budd,

1984) depends on both the local shear stresses, and the

effective pressure (that is, the ice overburden pressure
minus the subglacial water pressure). Since the effective
pressure depends on the discharge in the sub-glacial
drainage system, both the water inputs to this system,
and the flow path followed by sub-glacial water must be
known. There are two possible sources of water: basal
melt and surface melt.
Evidence from esker sedimentology suggests that

discharge in at least some sub-glacial tunnels varied on
both diurnal (Allen, 1971) and annual (Banerjee and
McDonald, 1975) time scales. Similarly, cyclic sequences
in esker sediments have been linked to varved clays in
pro-glacial lakes, which are demonstrably annual in
origin (Kleman et al., 1997). This implies that surface-
derived melt reached the ice sheet bed in some areas. For
this to be possible, surface runoff must have penetrated
significant thicknesses of ice at sub-freezing tempera-
tures. Water draining into crevasses is a source of both
sensible and frictional heat and, if discharge is sufficient,
it may be capable of penetrating the subsurface cold
layer and reaching ice at the pressure melting point
below. Investigations of water flow, moulin water
pressures, and glacier velocity on White Glacier, Axel
Heiberg Island, suggest that surface streams with
discharges of 0.1–0.2m3 s�1 could penetrate to the
glacier bed through up to 300m of cold ice (Iken,
1974; Blatter, 1987). Another mechanism which might
allow surface water to penetrate to the bed is the filling
of surface crevasses by meltwater (Mavlyudov, 1995,
1998; Scambos et al., 2000). Scambos et al., in a study of
the breakup of Antarctic ice shelves, argue that melt-
water can keep existing crevasses open in areas
unfavourable to crevasse development, and that the
pressure exerted by the water can lead to downwards
propagation of the crevasse through the entire ice
thickness if the crevasses are deeper than a critical
depth (determined by factors including the fracture
toughness of ice, ice density and the degree of water
filling). Calculated critical depths are generally smaller
than 20m. Although this study is based on floating ice
shelves, the key assumptions would seem applicable to
ice sheets, especially in areas of longitudinal extension,
as at the head of areas of fast ice flow in ice sheets.
To simulate these possibilities, we assume that surface

melt can reach the bed if (a) the surface water discharge
in a given grid cell exceeds some critical value (Qcrit), and
(b) the base of the ice sheet in the grid cell is at the
pressure melting point. We calculate the surface water
discharge by integrating surface ablation rates down the
ice sheet surface. In any cell with a bed temperature at
the PMP, where the surface water discharge exceeds
Qcrit; this discharge is added to any basal melt. To allow
for the large thicknesses of cold ice which surface runoff
must penetrate to reach the bed of ice sheets, we use
10m3 s�1 as an estimate of Qcrit in the ‘standard run’.
The penetration of surface melt through ice sheets has
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not been conclusively established, nor ruled out, so we
investigate the impact of this assumption on basal
hydrology and ice sheet flow dynamics by varying the
value of Qcrit in a series of sensitivity analyses.
Once the quantities of basal melt, and surface melt

which penetrate to the bed of the ice sheet, are known,
these are integrated down the subglacial hydraulic
potential surface (Shreve, 1972) to give the subglacial
water discharge in each grid cell.
These calculations then allow the nature of the

subglacial drainage system, and the resulting effective
pressure to be calculated. Two possible configurations
are allowed; a system of ‘linked cavities’ (Kamb, 1987),
or a more efficient system of subglacial tunnels
(R .othlisberger, 1972). Water pressures within these
systems are calculated using the equations of Fowler
(1987a, b). A stability criterion, following Fowler
(1987a, b) is used to determine which type of drainage
system dominates in each grid cell.
The model makes separate calculations of accumula-

tion and ablation rates over the ice sheet. Precipitation
rates across the study area at 120 ka BP were assumed to
be the same as at the present day. This distribution was
modelled using empirical relationships, which relate
precipitation to latitude, longitude and elevation. Dur-
ing the model run, precipitation rates were altered as a
function of the imposed temperature forcing and
additional cooling associated with elevation changes
induced by ice sheet growth and decay. These relation-
ships to do not account for possible changes of the
atmospheric circulation that may have resulted from ice
sheet growth and decay.
Ablation rates were calculated using the method of

Budd and Smith (1981). The ablation rate is specified as
a function of elevation relative to the elevation of the
1ma�1 ablation contour (E0), which is itself a function
of latitude and the imposed temperature change,
converted to an elevation change using a lapse rate of
6.51Ckm�1. Calving rates at marine margins of the ice
sheet were determined using a water depth dependent
calving law (Brown et al., 1982). These relationships all
have obvious limitations. However, there are still
enormous uncertainties about the climate during the
Last Glacial period. We therefore justify the use of these
relationships on the grounds that our aim is to
investigate how the dynamics of the model ice sheet
are affected by the inclusion of a physically based model
of sub-glacial hydrology. We emphasise that we have
not tried to produce as ‘geologically realistic’ a
simulation of the ice sheet as possible.
Ice sheets exert a profound effect on bedrock

topography through the process of isostasy. A variety
of earth-models have been used in conjunction with ice
sheet models to account for this effect (e.g. Le Meur and
Huybrechts, 1996). However, many of the more
physically realistic schemes have the disadvantage that

many parameter values needed are subject to a high
degree of uncertainty. This can make within-model
variations due to parameter uncertainties of the order of
between-model variation due to model formulation (Le
Meur and Huybrechts, 1996). Given these problems,
and the aims of this study, we adopt a simple diffusion-
based scheme to calculate the isostatic response to the
growth and decay of the ice sheet.

3. Model inputs

The model requires two main input data sets; a
Digital Elevation Model of the bedrock topography in
the study area, and the forcing functions used to drive
the model. The study area (Fig. 1) extends from
approximately 501N 21E to 751N 501E, and includes
the whole of Scandinavia, the Baltic States and
European Russia as far east as the Urals. The model
uses a 40 km grid, which produced a 75 by 75 point
DEM, using a Lambert conformal conic projection. At
the start of a run (120 ka BP) the area is assumed to be
ice free, and bedrock topography is assumed to be in
isostatic equilibrium.
Forcing functions used to drive the model are eustatic

sea level, taken from Shackleton (1987), and climatic
change. The Laurentide ice sheet makes by far the
largest contribution to eustatic sea level change, with the
Scandinavian ice sheet responsible for perhaps 15–18m
out of a total change of c. 120m at the LGM (Lambeck
et al., 1998). We therefore treat eustatic sea level as an
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external variable. The GRIP d18O record (Johnsen et al.,
1992; Dansgaard et al., 1993) was converted into an
inferred temperature history using the conversion factor
of 0.62 d18OK�1 (Dansgaard et al., 1973) and used as
the climatic forcing for the model. Although this is a
very simple system, we justify it given our aims, which
are to investigate the role of basal hydrology on ice sheet
dynamics.

4. Results of the standard model

For these runs, the model is run from 120 ka BP to
the present day. However, we focus the discussion on
the Late Weichselian period, as geological evidence for
the behaviour of the ice sheet is most plentiful for this
time, and the larger ice sheet makes the impact of the
changing ice sheet hydrology on the ice sheet behaviour
more obvious. In the following discussion, the reference
to periods and localities is for descriptive purposes only;
we make no claims that the model is accurately
predicting the occurrence of fast flow in particular times
or places. We compare the behaviour of the model ice
sheet with geological evidence in only in a qualitative
sense. We are interested in whether the dynamic
behaviour of the model and the nature of the hydro-
logical system predicted are comparable with those
inferred from geological evidence, rather than in exact
spatial and temporal matches between the model and
geological reconstructions.
As the model ice sheet grows towards its maximum

extent, it develops unusual surface forms (Fig. 2), with
distinct areas of the ice sheet showing convex-out lower
elevation contours, but concave-out mid-elevation con-
tours, which we call ‘lobes’. Such a lobe is always
present over parts of southern Norway and Sweden
(Location A in Fig. 2), in the south-western part of the
ice sheet, but patterns of lobe development along the
southern and eastern margins of the ice sheet vary over
time. At 22,000 model years BP (Fig. 2a), there is a lobe
over the Baltic Sea (Location B). At 18,000 model years
BP (Fig. 2b), however, lobate areas occur on the eastern
margins of the ice sheet over Finland and the Baltic
States (Location C), rather than over the Baltic Sea. The
lobes have narrow heads and became wider down-
stream. This configuration is similar to that of the lobes
in the geologically based reconstructions of Punkari
(1984), and to the ‘surge fans’ described by Kleman et al.
(1997), although the model lobes can become very
broad.
Throughout the period 22,000 model years BP to

18,000 model years BP, the ice divide shows a strong
eastward convexity, caused by strong west or north-west
ice flow over the lowest part of the Scandinavian
mountain chain in central Norway, in broad agreement
with Kleman et al. (1997). During ice sheet growth, the

ice divide does not migrate very far to the east. It reaches
the present-day western shore of the Gulf of Bothnia or
a little further east between around 22,000 model years
BP and 16,000 model years BP, before retreating west.
During this period, however, the exact divide location
fluctuates in response to lobe development. Dome
surface elevations are quite low, with a maximum of
around 2000m. The lobate flow pattern is clearly
reflected in the ice sheet velocity field (Fig. 3a and b).
Fast ice flow occurs throughout the period shown in
Figs. 2 and 3 in the south west of the ice sheet (around
the southern Norwegian/Swedish border, location A),
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Fig. 2. Ice sheet (and surrounding topography) surface elevation. (a):

At 22,000 yrs BP; (b): at 18,000 yrs BP. Contours in metres above

contemporaneous sea level. For locations see text. X–Y denotes

transect used in Figs. 7 and 9.
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while changing patterns of fast flow occur on the
southern (location B) and eastern margins (location C).
Here, the areas of high velocity are associated with low
surface slopes (B0.002–0.001, c.f. slopes for Siple Coast
ice streams of B0.001 (Bentley, 1987)), while along the
Norwegian margin of the ice sheet, and in the south
west, high velocities occur in areas with steep surface
slopes (B0.005–0.01, c.f. slopes for Lambert Glacier of
B0.0075 (Bentley, 1987)).
After reaching its maximum areal extent at 16,300

model years BP (rather later than in many geological
reconstructions), the ice sheet retreats rapidly. Fast ice
flow transports large volumes of ice from the interior of

the ice sheet to the ablating margins and lowers the
elevation of the ice sheet surface. At 12,000 model years,
BP (the equivalent of the Younger Dryas Stade), the
topographic effect of the lobes has become less obvious,
but the velocity field shows three to five distinct lobes
along the eastern margin, with differing flow directions
and source areas (Fig. 4). This pattern of flow is in close
agreement with the reconstructed ‘surge fans’ for this
period in this region proposed by Kleman et al. (1997).
Cold-based ice occurs in central regions of the model

ice sheet, with warm-based ice in marginal areas. In the
model, the cold-based area is quite extensive during
glacial build-up, and at the maximum extent (Fig. 5a).
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Fig. 3. Ice sheet velocity distribution. (a): At 22,000 yrs BP; (b): at

18,000 yrs BP. Values in myr�1.

Fig. 4. Ice sheet configuration at 12,000 yrs BP. (a): Surface elevation,

including surrounding topography (contours in metres); (b): velocity

distribution (values in myr�1).
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Throughout the period, almost all of the central area
beneath the divide remains frozen, but frozen areas near
the margins are more variable, due to the growth and
decay of the fast-flowing ice lobes discussed above. This
frozen core gets disrupted, but never entirely disappears,
during the rapid model deglaciation (Fig. 5b). This is in

close agreement with Kleman et al. (1997), who argue
that the extensive preservation of landforms older than
the LGM in central Scandinavia must imply a frozen
bed. They also argue against massive binge-purge cycles
(MacAyeal, 1993), affecting large areas of the ice sheet,
but favour a stable, frozen core, with an intermediate
zone with a ‘fractal patchwork’ (Kleman et al., 1997,
p. 296) of frozen and thawed bed, and an outer wet-bed
zone. This again is in qualitative agreement with the
model results, which suggest that the development of
wet-based, fast flowing lobes during ice sheet growth
was spatially and temporally variable. We expect that
such a pattern would leave a very complex landscape
showing preservation of old features, areas of cross-
cutting landforms, and areas typified by complete
erosion of previous flow traces occurring in close
proximity.
Within the warm based areas of the model ice sheet,

basal water drainage is predominantly via linked-cavity
systems, although tunnel-based drainage became estab-
lished around the ice sheet margins during periods of
warming climate. This is true during the growth phase,
but especially during deglaciation (Fig. 5b), and parti-
cularly the final deglaciation after 16,000 yr BP, when
increased meltwater fluxes lower sub-glacial water
pressures. The warming climate means that large areas
of the ice sheet experience surface melt, leading to high
water inputs to the basal hydrological system. At this
time, tunnels extend up to 160 km from the margin,
though lengths of around 80 km are more normal.
Typical discharges in sub-glacial tunnels at the ice sheet
margin are of the order of 500m3 s�1 during the early
stages of deglaciation (Fig. 6a), when catchment areas
are large, falling to around 200m3 s�1 at 12,000 model
years BP (Fig. 6b). These discharges are comparable to
the value of 1000m3 s�1 used by Shreve (1985) for
reconstructing ice sheet surface profiles from an esker
system in Maine. To obtain such high discharge values,
Shreve also assumed that surface melt reached the sub-
glacial drainage system.
On account of the long water flow paths and low

subglacial hydraulic potential gradients (due to the low
ice surface and bed slopes), sub-glacial water pressures
are typically 60–80% of ice overburden in tunnel-based
systems and 85–95% of ice overburden in linked-cavity
systems. Thus, the effect of changes in drainage
configuration on ice sheet dynamics is relatively small,
as high basal velocities occur even with tunnel-based
drainage. This result is obviously dependent on the form
of the sliding relationship used, and the parameter
values chosen. However, the formation of fast-flowing
lobes does not result from switching of the hydrological
regime, but from the concentration of water flow into
particular areas. This was controlled by the topographic
evolution of the ice sheet and was affected only
indirectly by the chosen sliding relationship.
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Fig. 5. Ice sheet basal conditions at (a): 18,000 yrs BP; (b): 14,000 yrs

BP. Key: cold bed=ice below PMP; cavity 1=ice at pressure melting

point (PMP) but no surface water input, cavity-based drainage; cavity

2=ice at PMP, surface water input, cavity-based drainage; tunnels=as

cavity 2, but tunnel-based drainage.
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5. Model sensitivity to changes in the treatment of ice

sheet hydrology

Given the aims of this study, we focus model
sensitivity analysis on the hydrological model, rather
than on the ice sheet model. There are two main aspects
to this; the assumptions and parameter values adopted
for the nature of the bed itself, such as tunnel and cavity
spacing, bed roughness etc., and the influence of surface-

derived meltwater on processes at the bed. This also
relates to the thermodynamic scheme adopted here,
which does not allow for the advection of cold ice from
upstream areas of the ice sheet, and assumes instanta-
neous transfer of surface temperature changes to the
bed. We investigate this by conducting some simple
experiments to investigate the control exerted by surface
temperature changes on the basal temperature, by
lagging the surface temperature changes used as input
to the thermodynamic model, to simulate delayed
response at the bed.
The earlier, one-dimensional version of the model

(Arnold and Sharp, 1992) showed that the main impact
of altering the hydrological system parameter values was
on the nature of the hydrological system, rather than on
the qualitative behaviour of the ice sheet as a whole.
Experiments with the two-dimensional model not
presented here also showed this. Assuming a smoother
bed generally allowed tunnel-based drainage systems to
be more common (and vice versa). Through changes in
sub-glacial water pressure and hence ice velocity, this
altered the exact spatial and temporal distribution of
fast flowing lobes, but not their presence or absence.
This implies that the development of a lobe at a
particular time and place depends on the complex
interplay of local ice and bed topography, water
availability, and the bed configuration, and would thus
be almost impossible to ‘predict’ in an exact sense.
In this paper we focus more on the role played by the

amount of surface water at the bed, through the
assumed critical discharge, and the role of basal
temperature changes. Altering the degree to which
surface melt could reach the bed had a much more
profound effect on ice sheet development. Fig. 7 shows
time-space diagrams of the extent of fast flow, and its
temporal variability, for the period from 30,000 to
10,000BP, for the NW–SE cross-section through the ice
sheet shown in Fig. 1. A range of values of Qcrit from 2.5
to 50m3 s�1 was used, and a run was also performed in
which no surface water is allowed to penetrate to the bed
(effectively, an infinite Qcrit). This period is chosen as the
ice sheet is largest, and so the effects are most apparent.
In general, fast flow occurs more frequently as the ice
sheet approaches its maximum extent, and during
deglaciation. This is broadly climatic, as the warming
climate means more meltwater is available. During
growth, however, fast flow occurs intermittently, and the
nature of the occurrence depends on the value of Qcrit:
For very low values of Qcrit (below c. 5m3 s�1) (Fig. 7a),
fast flow areas occur on the transect for more of the
time, and some episodes last longer than others,
although there is little apparent regularity. For Qcrit

values 5–15m3 s�1 (Fig. 7b–e), the episodes of fast flow
become more regular in extent and duration; they also
tend to last longer, but happen less frequently as Qcrit

increases. As Qcrit increases still further, and when no
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Fig. 6. Subglacial water discharge. (a): At 14,000 yrs BP; (b): At

12,000 yrs BP. Units are m3 s�1.
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surface water can reach the bed (Fig. 7f–h), fast flow
becomes much more limited. Only as the ice reaches its
maximum extent, and during deglaciation, does it play a
significant role.
The spatial pattern of velocity is also affected by the

value of Qcrit: For lower values a much smoother radial
velocity pattern results, with no sharply defined,
topographically lower, faster flowing areas (Fig. 8a, for
a Qcrit of 2.5m3 s�1). In these cases, the fast flowing
areas seem to cycle on and off across large areas of the
ice sheet at once, in a manner analogous to the simple
model of ‘binge-purge cycles’ developed by MacAyeal
(1993), although with no obvious periodicity, as
discussed above. For Qcrit values between around 5
and 15m3 s�1, the fast-flowing areas are generally lobate
in form, similar to those produced in the ‘standard’ run.
At high Qcrit values, the basal hydrology is again much
more uniform spatially, with lower water discharges
(and consequent lower water pressures in predominantly
cavity-based drainage). Spatially patterns of ice flow are
more uniform (Fig. 8b, for Qcrit of 50m

3 s�1), driven by
the much more uniform pattern of basal melting. This
pattern also results if surface melt is not allowed to
reach the bed.
Fig. 9 shows time-space diagrams for the runs in

which surface temperature changes were lagged for the
same time period and transect as Fig. 7. These show

some differences between the runs in terms of the exact
spatial and temporal pattern of fast flowing areas, but
the key qualitative aspects of model behaviour are
preserved. No systematic trend in behaviour can be seen,
suggesting that basal temperature, whilst affecting the
detailed pattern of fast flow, does not play a primary
role in controlling its development. The general corre-
spondence in time for the occurrence of fast flow
suggests that surface meltwater changes play a larger
role than basal temperature changes, although it should
be born in mind that the diagram only shows a one-
dimensional transect through the ice sheet; fast flow may
be occurring in adjacent areas of the ice sheet at times
when the transect shown is flowing slowly, due to the
spatial variability of fast flow in the model.

6. Discussion

The complex spatial and temporal evolution of the
areas of fast flow, particularly during ice sheet growth,
demands further explanation. Two aspects of the
evolving flow pattern need to be considered: (i) how
the lobate nature of the flow becomes established, and
(ii) why the extent and location of areas of fast flow
varies over time. In addition, this section considers the
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Fig. 7. Time-space diagrams of ice extent, and extent of fast flow from 30,000 yrs BP to 10,000 yrs BP, for transect X–Y in Fig. 1, with variable Qcrit

values. X-axis units are km; black areas denote fast flow, blue areas denote slow flow. Fast flow is defined as areas of bed at the PMP, and with

velocities in excess of 100ma�1. A ¼ Qcrit of 2.5m
3 s�1; B ¼ Qcrit of 5m

3 s�1; C ¼ Qcrit of 7.5m
3 s�1; D ¼ Qcrit of 10m

3 s�1; E ¼ Qcrit of 15m
3 s�1;

F ¼ Qcrit of 20m
3 s�1; G ¼ Qcrit of 50m

3 s�1; H=infinite Qcrit (i.e. no surface water penetration).
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impact of fast flow on the overall configuration of the ice
sheet.
Due to the combination of high heat production (due

to steep surface slopes) and high meltwater availability
in marginal areas (within approximately 2–4 grid cells
(80–160 km)) of the ice sheet, fast flow initially becomes
established in these areas. At the upstream end of areas
of fast flow, a ‘nick-point’ develops in the ice sheet
surface. Here, the production of basal heat increases due
to the combination of locally steeper surface slope and
increasing basal velocity, and this allows head-ward
expansion of the areas of fast flow. As this occurs at
different rates in different parts of the ice sheet, both

surface and basal water flow become concentrated into
areas of fast flow, which have the lowest surface
elevations. This tends to result in further increases in
basal velocity and frictional heating which favour
continued head-wards expansion of the fast flowing
areas into adjacent areas The lowering of the surface
also increases melting, and hence water discharge. This
can result in an up-glacier expansion in the area of bed
receiving surface melt, a further feedback effect. The
spatial concentration of water flow into areas of thinner
ice, or topographically lower areas, seems to prevent the
whole of the ice sheet margin from experiencing fast ice
flow. Flow concentration takes place both at the
upstream areas of the lobes and at the lobe margins,
where both surface and basal water flow are deflected
towards the lobe, rather than towards the ice sheet
margin. Bedrock topography plays a role in some areas,
especially on the western side of the ice sheet, where
topographic variation is strong and topographically
controlled fast-flowing areas are relatively constant
through time. On the eastern side, where the topography
is much flatter, the evolving patterns of ice thickness
(which dominate the basal hydraulic potential) are far
more important.
The importance for lobe development of this mechan-

ism of water flow concentration by ice sheet topography
is underlined by the results of experiments in which the
critical discharge value (Qcrit) for penetration of surface
water to the bed was varied. Allowing surface water to
penetrate at smaller discharges (and hence over larger
areas) means than flow concentration does not occur.
Large areas of the bed begin to receive surface melt, and
so flow faster. This thins the ice, ultimately allowing the
bed to re-freeze, leading to large-scale ‘binge-purge’
cycles affecting large areas of the ice sheet. For higher
values of Qcrit; however, the process of lobe formation
discussed above can begin to operate. In this case,
individual areas of the ice sheet cycle between fast flow
and slow flow, but as a viewed as a whole, the ice sheet is
nearly always affected somewhere by fast flow, and so at
a larger scale is more stable. As Qcrit increases further
(or surface water is prevented from penetrating) the
potential for flow concentration is reduced, as surface
melt only reaches the bed very near the margins. Areas
of fast flow are supplied mainly by basal melt, which is
much more uniformly distributed spatially.
Several mechanisms combine to restrict the growth of

areas of fast flow. As the areas of fast flow expand head-
ward, they enter areas of the ice sheet with lower
ablation rates. As a result, water flux through the fast
flowing areas increases more slowly as these areas grow.
This reduces the ‘per cell’ discharge, especially in
upstream areas of the lobes, as the area experiencing
fast flow increases more rapidly than water availability.
Episodes of climatic cooling also reduce meltwater
availability. Both of these effects reduce sliding and
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Fig. 8. Ice sheet velocity distributions at 18,000 yrs BP for different

values of Qcrit: (a): 2.5m
3 s�1; (b): 50m3 s�1.
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frictional heating (due to the fall in water pressure in
cavity-based drainage as water discharge falls), which
reduces ice sheet velocity and allows the ice sheet bed to
re-freeze. These factors seem to have a much larger, and
more immediate impact, than the change in basal
temperature due to climate, as shown by the small
changes in the qualitative model behaviour where
surface temperature changes are lagged at the bed. This
perhaps suggests that fracture-induced penetration of
surface meltwater to the ice sheet bed is a mechanism by
which surface temperature changes might be transmitted
very rapidly to the bed. Refreezing of such water at the
cold bed would supply latent heat, which together with
viscous dissipation, could warm the bed rapidly,
allowing sliding and the consequent increase in frictional
heating, further aiding the development of fast flow. The
basal temperature thus depends very much on changes
in local heat production induced by hydrological
changes. As velocities fall, surface elevation tends to
increase, further reducing ablation rates, concentration
of meltwater flow, downstream water flux and the extent
of areas of water-lubricated fast sliding. In large lobes,
the establishment of tunnel-based drainage near the ice
sheet margin results in a small further decrease in water
pressure, and hence sliding velocity in such areas. This

leads to upstream thickening of the ice, and hence lower
water production, which also restricts the headwards
growth of the lobes.
Furthermore, as the areas of fast flow expand head-

wards into the ice sheet interior, their upper areas start
to interact, and ‘capture’ water from each other. This
diversion of water flow rapidly reduces sub-glacial water
discharge in the ‘captured’ lobe. As a result, sliding
velocities fall, reducing basal friction and allowing the
bed temperature to drop below the melting point. This is
illustrated in Fig. 4, which shows how by 18 ka BP the
small lobes which existed over Finland (area C) and
southern Norway (area A) at 22 ka BP (Fig. 4a) have
expanded head-wards into the ice sheet (Fig. 4b),
capturing water which previously flowed beneath the
‘Baltic Sea’ (area B) ice lobe. As a result, this lobe has
ceased to exist.
These processes are therefore controlled more by the

local variation in basal heat production itself, rather
than by the loss of heat to the ice sheet surface. Thus,
the rapid switch-off of fast flowing areas would seem
quite realistic; the reduction in heat production due to
the thinner ice and lower ice velocity as water pressures
drop would be felt very rapidly at the bed, indepen-
dently of the rate of heat loss due to thinning ice and/or
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Fig. 9. Time-space diagrams of ice extent, and extent of fast flow from 30,000 yrs BP to 10,000 yrs BP, for transect X–Y in Fig. 1, with lagged surface

temperature inputs for basal temperature calculations. X-axis units are km; black areas denote fast flow, blue areas denote slow flow. Fast flow is

defined as areas of bed at the PMP, and with velocities in excess of 100ma�1. Lag times: A ¼ 0 years (i.e. standard run); B ¼ 1000 years; C ¼ 2000

years; D ¼ 5000 years; E ¼ 10; 000 years; F ¼ 15; 000 years; G ¼ 20; 000 years.
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surface temperature changes being conducted to the bed.
This again would seem to be born out by the
insensitivity of the model to ‘lagged’ surface temperature
changes.
A fundamental problem therefore seems to be what

mechanisms control the oscillation of the bed about the
pressure melting point. The two possible controls would
seem to be the climate changes at the surface, or the
changes in ice sheet geometry and dynamics, and the
resulting changes in basal heat production. The fact that
lagging surface temperature changes at the bed makes
little overall difference to the model results seems to
suggest that the latter mechanism dominates, and that
the impact of surface temperature changes on basal
temperature is less important. However, the fact that
fast flow does tend to occur at certain times more
frequently than at others, and also occurs over a wider
area of the ice sheet during warming episodes (especially
the main deglaciation phase after B18,000BP) suggests
that surface temperature changes can be important.
Thus, some mechanism to allow the (near) instanta-
neous transfer of surface temperature changes to the bed
must also be required; the penetration of surface
meltwater to the bed, possibly by fracture propagation,
would seem to provide this. The role of surface
temperature variations on changing in basal tempera-
ture would seem to be further complicated by the fact
that during the last 20,000–30,000 years of a glacial
cycle, a series of temperature perturbations driven by
Dansgaard–Oerscher events will be arriving at the bed.
This may well affect the precise timing of basal warming
and cooling in particular areas, but it would not seem to
invalidate the major controls on basal conditions
explored in this study, and their impact on ice sheet
dynamics.
As discussed above, these changes in ice sheet

hydrology and velocity seem to match qualitatively with
geological reconstructions of the dynamics of the
Scandinavian ice sheet. These have shown lobate
patterns of flow in the central areas of Scandinavia,
and also rather complex evolution of these patterns
spatially and temporally (e.g. Kurimo, 1978; Punkari,
1984; Kleman et al., 1997). The predicted mode of
retreat of the ice sheet, in which an area of tunnel-based
sub-glacial drainage near the ice sheet margin retreats
up-glacier as the margin retreats, also matches well with
geological evidence for esker formation and glacier
dynamics in southern Sweden. This suggests that eskers
were formed time-transgressively beneath a retreating
ice sheet margin (Hebrand and (Amark, 1989).
The relatively thin model ice sheet has a more linear

surface profile on its eastern margin than in the west.
This contrasts with the ice sheet morphology produced
by models without basal slip, which show a parabolic
profile with rapid thickening away from the margin. The
linear surface profile is largely caused by the high ice

discharge from central areas into the ice lobes. The new
reconstruction matches well with isostatically based
reconstructions of the Scandinavian ice sheet (Lambeck
et al., 1998). These suggest that, for plausible values of
lithosphere thickness and mantle viscosity, maximum ice
sheet thicknesses at the LGM are around 2000m,
located to the west of the Gulf of Bothnia, compared
with the 3400m thick ice sheet divide over the Gulf of
Bothnia suggested by Denton and Hughes (1981). The
thinner, isostatically derived ice sheet thicknesses are
similar to those produced in the model discussed here,
which suggests thicknesses of around 1800m over the
Gulf of Bothnia, and 2000m at the divide, slightly to the
west.
The results of this study, in which the ice sheet as a

whole is affected by fast flow in some areas throughout
growth and decay of the ice sheet, but particularly
during deglaciation, also agree qualitatively with the
reconstructions of Boulton et al. (2001). They argue that
perennial streaming would be a mechanism to reconcile
the apparent mismatch in ice thickness between most
model-based reconstructions, and the isostatic evidence
for ice thickness discussed above.

7. Conclusions

Inclusion of basal hydrology in a model of the
Scandinavian Ice Sheet produces behaviour that seems
to match qualitatively with that inferred from geological
evidence. Spatially and temporally variable zones of fast
flow develop within the ice sheet through mechanisms
which are entirely internal to the model, and are not
contingent upon the specification of locally distinct
basal boundary conditions for their formation (c.f.
Holmlund and Fastook, 1993). The presence of ex-
tensive areas of fast flow results in a relatively thinner ice
sheet, particularly in central and eastern Scandinavia.
This matches well with isostatically based reconstruc-
tions of ice sheet thickness. The variability of the warm-
bedded fast-flowing areas in the standard run, located
towards the margin from a frozen-bed ‘core’ area within
the ice sheet also matches well with geological evidence,
and seems to argue against massive binge-purge cycles
affecting large areas of an ice sheet (Macayeal, 1993);
rather, the flow variability is manifest at a more local
scale within the ice sheet.
The mechanism by which fast flow occurs in the

model involves the accentuation of the impact of initial
changes in basal temperature by the concentration of
meltwater flow into those areas where the basal ice
reaches the pressure melting point. Flow concentration
is linked to changes in ice sheet surface topography and
their effect on the form of the sub-glacial hydraulic
potential surface. The model also shows that discrete
areas of fast flow develop when surface melt is input to
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the bed of the ice sheet in particular areas. They do not
develop when surface water inputs are absent or
distributed across the entire ice sheet ablation area.
Concentration of meltwater flow, both on the surface

of the ice sheet and at the bed (due to variations in the
sub-glacial hydraulic potential), tends to increase sub-
glacial water pressures (due to the distributed nature of
the drainage system over much of the bed). Through the
water-pressure dependent sliding law, this increases
basal sliding and heat production. In turn, this causes
further changes in ice sheet geometry and patterns of
surface and basal water flow and results in headwards
growth of areas of fast flow. This positive feedback cycle
is halted by a series of factors that eventually limit the
availability of water at the base of the ice sheet. The
formation of discrete areas of fast flowing ice, separated
by slower ice, has been observed in other ice sheet
models. It is due to interactions between ice flow, basal
temperature and basal sliding (e.g. Payne and Dongel-
mans, 1997; Payne et al., 2000), or to interactions
between ice temperature and rates of ice deformation
(e.g. Payne and Baldwin, 1999). Thus, the spatial
differentiation of flow produced in this study is not
unique. What seems to be new to this model, however, is
the temporal variability of flow within the lobes. This
has been observed in a two-dimensional flowline ice
sheet model (e.g. Payne, 1995). However, it does not
generally occur in map-plane models (either two-
dimensional or three-dimensional), in which the ice
lobes seem to be more permanent features (e.g. Payne
and Dongelmans, 1997; Payne and Baldwin, 1999;
Payne et al., 2000). The exception to this is the study
by Payne (1998), in which the Siple Coast area of West
Antarctica does show temporal flow variability, as fast
flowing areas seem to ‘capture’ ice from each other. In
the current study, however, the variations in hydrology
driven by the impact of topographic changes acting
internally to the model allow fast flowing areas to switch
on and off. This is due to processes occurring within the
lobes themselves, as well as to interactions between the
lobes through a water capture mechanism. Climatic
changes can also lead to hydrological changes (due to
varying water discharges, and hence water pressure) and
can act as an external forcing mechanism, increasing
flow variability.
The model does not include the effect of advection of

cold ice from upstream (or laterally from inter-lobate
areas). If included in the model, this might also slow the
head-ward penetration of the zones of fast flow into the
ice sheet interior. However, it is unlikely that this would
preclude the basic mechanism by which changes in ice
sheet topography lead to concentration of water flow
into particular areas of the ice sheet. Neither would it
preclude the possibility that these areas interact to cause
switches in the flow regime in other parts of the ice sheet.
Nevertheless, work is underway to include the physically

based treatment of basal hydrology developed here in a
full thermo-mechanically coupled ice sheet model to
address this issue.
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Appendix A. Model formulation

The ice dynamics model used here is a conventional,
two-dimensional planar model for ice flow. All para-
meter values are given in Table 1. It uses the continuity
equation to calculate the evolution of ice thickness
through time

@Z

@t
¼ Ac�Ab�rð %UZÞ; ðA:1Þ

where Z is the ice thickness, r the two-dimensional
horizontal divergence operator, Ac the local accumula-
tion rate, Ab the local ablation rate and %U the vertically
integrated two-dimensional horizontal velocity, result-
ing from deformation of the ice, and in certain
circunstances, sliding of the ice over its bed. This is
solved using a semi-implicit, alternating direction
implicit finite difference scheme, following Press et al.
(1992).
Ice deformation is assumed to be driven solely by the

horizontal basal shear stresses (tb), which are approxi-
mated by

tbx ¼ rigZ
@E

@x
ðA:2Þ

in the x direction, where E is the ice surface elevation, g
is gravity, and ri is ice density, and similar for the y
direction.
The resulting vertically integrated ice deformation

velocity is then calculated from Glen’s flow law

Udx ¼
2A

nþ 2
tn�1b tbxZ; ðA:3Þ

where Udx is the x component of the deformation
velocity, A is the temperature dependent Arrhenius
relation, and n is usually taken to be 3. tb is derived from
the two-dimensional surface slope, in an equivalent
equation to A2. This relationship assumes that ice
deformation is laminar, and occurs under simple shear,
and is unaffected by longitudinal stresses.
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Sliding velocity also depends to some extent on the
local basal shear stress, but is also assumed to be water
pressure dependent. We use the sliding ‘law’ of McInnes
and Budd (1984)

USX ¼ k1tbX=ðN þ k2N2Þ; ðA:4Þ

where Usx is the x component of the sliding velocity, N
is the calculated effective pressure (that is, the ice
overburden pressure minus the subglacial water pres-
sure), and k1 and k2 are empirical parameters.
Sliding only occurs if the bed is at the pressure melting

point, and we use a simple scheme to calculate the basal
temperature, based on the heat supplied to the bed by
geothermal heating and friction from ice movement, and
the temperature gradient needed to conduct that heat
away. The frictional heat supplied to the bed (H) is

calculated from

H ¼ ri
dE

dx
Qi; ðA:5Þ

where Qi is the ice discharge. It can be assumed that this
heating occurs only at the bed, and so this, together with
the geothermal heat flux (G) can then be compared with
the temperature gradient needed to conduct the heat
away

H þ G ¼ K
@T

@z
; ðA:6Þ

where @T=@z is the vertical temperature gradient and K
the thermal conductivity of ice. If the surface tempera-
ture is known, the basal temperature can be calculated
from

Tb ¼ Ts þ ZH=K ; ðA:7Þ

where Tb is the basal temperature, and Ts the surface
temperature. Any excess heat is used to melt basal ice. Ts
is calculated from the climatic forcing, the ice sheet
elevation, and the equilibrium line altitude, assuming a
temperature at the equilibrium line of �151C (Oerle-
mans, 1982).
The model calculates the effective pressure using the

equations of Fowler (1987a). The effective pressure
varies depending on whether the basal drainage system
consists of large, widely spaced, efficient conduits or
tunnels, or an inefficient system of linked cavities.
For tunnels, effective pressure is calculated as

NR ¼ ½ðrwgfQRÞ=ðriAFSK Þ�
1=n; ðA:8Þ

where NR is the effective pressure for a tunnel based
system, rw the water density, g the acceleration due to
gravity, QR the volume flux of meltwater, ri the ice
density, A the Arrhenius parameter, F the latent heat, n
the exponent in Glen’s flow law, SR the tunnel cross
sectional area, and f is the hydraulic gradient, defined
as

f ¼ aþ ½ðrw � riÞ=rw�b: ðA:9Þ

Here b is the bed slope. SR is calculated as

SR ¼ ðfQ2
R=rwgfÞ

3=8; ðA:10Þ

where f is an empirical constant related to turbulent
channel flow.
For cavities, effective pressure is calculated as

NK ¼ r½ðrwgfÞ=ðriAF ÞðQKnKSK Þ�
1=n; ðA:11Þ

where NK is effective pressure for a cavity based system,
r is a shadowing function (Lliboutry, 1978), defined as
the probability that a randomly selected area of the bed
is in contact with the ice, QK ¼ QR the volume flux of
meltwater, nK is the number of passageways across the
width of the glacier and SK is the cross-sectional area of
a typical passageway.
Following Fowler (1987a), a stability criterion for

tunnel flow is used to determine which type of system
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Table 1

Model parameter values

Ice flow

Deformation

Multiplier A 5.3	 10�15 s�1 k Pa�3

Power n 3.0 F

Sliding

1st multiplier K1 6.3	 10�5 m2 s�1 k Pa�1

2nd multiplier K2 400 M

Drainage configuration

Latent heat L 3.3	 105 J kg�1

Channel flow f 700 m�8/3 kg

No. of cavities NK 30000 F
Cavity X-section SK 10�2 m2

Shadowing function S 0.5 F
Bedrock amplitude a 1 m

Bedrock wavelength l 5 m

Ratio a=l n 0.2 F
Power function m 2.0 F

Ice conductivity K 2.1 J s�1m�1K�1

Ice density ri 900 kgm�3

Water density rw 1025 kgm�3

Gravity G 9.81 m s�2

Isostasy

Mantle density rm 3300 kgm�3

Mantle diffusivity Da 1.11 m2 s�1

Precipitation parameterisation

c1 0.8 ma�1

c2 0.004 ma�1C�

c3 0.003 ma�1j�

c4 25000 F
c5 2500 m

c6 10 mC�1

c7 25 mj�

c8 0.85 F
c9 1000 F
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exists in each grid cell at each time-step

L ¼ nUs=1AN
n ðA:12Þ

where n ¼ ða=lÞ; a is typical bedrock bump amplitude, l
is typical bump wavelength and A is the Arrhenius
parameter.
The critical value for tunnel stability, Lc; is given by

Lc ¼ ð3nSR=A
Þ
½ð4�mÞ=m� ðA:13Þ

where A
 is the total cavity cross sectional area, and m
the power function for self-similar bedrocks (Fowler,
1987a, b).
This criterion assumes that a tunnel-based system can

exist alongside a cavity-based system, which will drain
areas of the bed between the tunnels. The stability
criterion calculates the stability of the tunnel-based
system in the presence of cavities, by comparing the
relative changes in water pressure as discharge changes
in the two systems. Tunnel-based systems are generally
stable for situations with high water discharge, low
water pressure and slow-moving ice. If tunnels are found
to be stable, they are assumed to dominate the drainage
system and to carry all of the sub-glacial water. Water
pressure is calculated accordingly (Eq. (A.8)). If tunnels
are unstable, the water is assumed to drain through a
cavity-based system, and Eq. (A.11) for cavity-based
drainage is used. Fowler’s published values for the bed
roughness parameters and cavity size and spacing are
used throughout the model (Table 1). If tunnel-based
drainage is predicted, it is assumed that there is one
tunnel in each 40 km grid cell, consistent with the
observed esker spacing of approximately 30 kmin south-
ern Finland (Geological Survey of Finland, 1984).
Eqs. (A.6) and (A.9) both require the subglacial

discharge to be known. To calculate this, surface melt
is routed across the ice sheet surface using an ‘upstream
contributing area’ algorithm described by Sharp et al.
(1993). Water discharge is integrated along each flow
path until it exceeds the critical value, at which point it is
added to the rate of basal melt in that cell. The same
‘upstream contributing area’ algorithm is used to
calculate basal discharge in each cell by integrating the
combined surface and basal inputs down the sub-glacial
hydraulic potential surface

F ¼ rwgBþ rigZ; ðA:14Þ

(Shreve, 1972) where B is the bedrock elevation, until
the ice sheet margin is reached. This method assumes
that meltwater generated in interior regions of an ice
sheet can reach the margin in less than one model time
step For a 1500 km wide ice sheet and 10 year time step,
this implies that water flows at >5	 10�3m s�1. Dye
tracing results from modern glaciers generally yield flow
velocities higher than this (e.g. Behrens et al., 1975;
Fountain, 1993), although it is of similar magnitude to
velocities in distributed systems.

The model makes separate calculations of accumula-
tion and ablation rates over the ice sheet. Precipitation
rates across the study area at 120 ka BP were assumed to
be the same as at the present day. This distribution was
modelled using empirical relationships, which relate
precipitation to latitude, longitude and elevation. Dur-
ing the model run, precipitation rates were altered as a
function of the imposed temperature forcing and
additional cooling associated with elevation changes
induced by ice sheet growth and decay. These relation-
ships to do not account for possible changes of the
atmospheric circulation that may have resulted from ice
sheet growth and decay. They assume that a ‘sea-level
equivalent’ precipitation (P0) value can be defined for
north-west Europe, based largely on distance from the
Atlantic Ocean (assumed to be the main water vapour
source), latitude, and temperature. This precipitation
value thus decreases towards the north and east

P0 ¼ c1 � c2c� c3j� c4DE0; ðA:15Þ

where c is the longitude, j the latitude, DE0 the change
in elevation of the 1ma�1 ablation contour (see below),
and c1 to c4 are adjustable parameters.
This calculated ‘sea level’ precipitation is then

subjected to orographic enhancement, up to a critical
height (Em), at which moisture exhaustion is assumed to
occur, and above which precipitation will start to
decrease. This critical height again depends on latitude,
longitude and temperature change

Em ¼ c5 � c6c� c7j� c8DE0; ðA:16Þ

where c5 to c8 are again adjustable parameters. The
precipitation value (Pm) at this altitude is then
calculated from

Pm ¼ P0ð2Em=c9 Þ; ðA:17Þ

where c9 is an adjustable parameter. From P0; Pm and
Em; a precipitation gradient with altitude is calculated
(Pg), and the actual precipitation value (P) in a
particular grid cell, at a particular surface elevation
(E) is calculated from

P ¼ ½P0 þ EPg� � Pmð2ðE�EmÞ=c9 Þ þ ½P0 þ EPg� ðA:18Þ

if EoEm; and

P ¼ Pm=ð2ðE�EmÞ=c9Þ ðA:19Þ

if EXEm:
Values for c1 to c9 were derived by making an initial

guess for their values, and then approximating optimal
values by comparing the resulting predicted precipita-
tion field by eye for western Europe with published
precipitation maps (UNESCO, 1970). Accumulation
rates (Ac) were calculated from predicted precipitation
values using an empirical effectiveness relationship
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(Payne, 1988)

Ac ¼ �0:698Pþ 0:014jþ 0:224DE0: ðA:20Þ

Values of c4 and c8; which control the response to
climate change were adjusted by running the model with
different values until predicted ice sheet extent approxi-
mately matched that inferred from geological evidence.
Ablation rates were calculated using the method of

Budd and Smith (1981).

log10 Ab ¼ 1
kðE0 � EÞ; ðA:21Þ

where E0 is the elevation of the 1m a�1 ablation
contour, which is itself a function of latitude and the
imposed temperature change, converted to an elevation
change using a standard lapse rate of 6.51Ckm�1.
Calving rates at marine margins of the ice sheet were

determined using a water depth dependent calving law
(Brown et al., 1982)

Vc ¼ 27:1W ; ðA:22Þ

where Vc is a calving velocity, andW is the water depth
at the ice margin. Vc is converted to a volume loss by
multiplying by the ice thickness in a calving cell. This is
incoprorated into the continuity equation by adding any
calving to the ablation rate. These relationships all have
obvious limitations. However, there are still enormous
uncertainties about the climate during the last glacial
period. We therefore justify the use of these relation-
ships on the grounds that our aim is to investigate how
the dynamics of the model ice sheet are affected by the
inclusion of a physically based model of sub-glacial
hydrology. We emphasise that we have not tried to
produce as ‘geologically realistic’ a simulation of the ice
sheet as possible.
Isostatic response is calculated using a diffusion-based

scheme

@B

@t
¼ Dar2ðB� Bo þ LÞ; ðA:23Þ

where Da is mantle diffusivity, Bo is the original
unloaded topography, and L is the imposed load,
defined as Zri=rm; where rm is the mantle density.
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